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Abstract - Shell Eco Marathon (SEM) is the most prestigious and the largest competition for students and theirs ultra-
efficient cars. The aim of the competition is to emerge the most efficient car that consume as little as possible fuel. This great 
challenge connect different engineering fields such as aerodynamics, mechanics, electronics, IT. One of the most important 
factor that directly influence the result is 4 stroke combustion engine. These motors are small and in most common cases its 
volume is between 25 cm3 and 50 cm3. Such engines that comes from garden tools usually have carburettor but for 
competitions purposes SEM teams change this type of fuel supply to injector and EMU (engine management unit) that allow 
to use indirect injection of dose of fuel. Because of these engine works only few seconds per each lap (engine works only 
when vehicle accelerate) thus it is unable to use lambda sensor and proper setup of the engine must be loaded before race. 
Injector is first in whole fuel system that decides how many fuel is injected into manifold consequently knowledge how 
injector works during race and how external factor influence is the key to achieve best possible results. This paper focus on 
how injector’s work parameters change with change in value of fuel pressure in car’s fuel system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
EFIJ series fuel injectors are common use in an ultra-
efficient cars at the Shell Eco-Marathon (SEM) 
competition. The aim of the competition is to build as 
efficient car as it is possible. One of these car is Eco 
Arrow 3.0 prototype car built by students from 
Student’s Associations of Automotive Lovers from 
Lodz University of Technology (Poland). This 
vehicle is equipped with 4-stroke Honda GX35 
engine with indirect injection uses EFIJ-1-38 injector. 
This motor is controlled by Engine Control Unit 
(ECU) which allows to tune dose of fuel depending 
on engine’s work parameters. Till the year of 2018 
this car is the most efficient car in Poland with result 
837 km/l of gasoline [4]. The key to obtain such 
results is find a compromise between factors that 
impacts on combustion. Main factors that influence 
car’s efficiency are: 
 aerodynamics, 
 rolling resistance, 
 driver’s skills, 
 strategy, 
 engine, 
 
The most important factor is engine which includes 
type of engine (4 stroke), its setup (tuning), volume 
and ability to modification. During Shell Eco-
Marathon race engines usually works (few seconds 
on each lap) only when vehicle accelerate to save 
fuel. 

After that there is rolling zone where vehicle roll with 
engine off. Teams must set where acceleration zone is 
needed and adjust it to achieve the highest possible 
efficiency. More information about SEM 
competitions could be find in many resources 
[1][3][5].  
Strategy described previously gives about 10 second 
of working engine zone on each lap. Thus, there is 
unable to uses lambda sensor to improve dose of fuel 
that passes injector to combustion area inside the 
engine. Therefore, proper engine setup must be 
loaded before race. Knowledge about proper dose of 
fuel is essential and require many tests on engine that 
were described in other resources [6]. Moreover, each 
part that works with gasoline must be checked to 
obtain dose of fuel that goes to engine and one of 
them is fuel injector. Considering typical fuel system 
from SEM vehicles following components are as 
below: 
 air pressure system with air capacitor as a 

substitute of fuel pump, 
 pneumatic wires, 
 fuel tank, 
 fuel line, 
 injector, 
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Injector is the most important part of fuel system 
because in collaboration with ECU it decide how 
many fuel is taken from fuel tank to combustion area 
inside engine. Factors that may influence on working 
condition of injector are fuel temperature, voltage 
drop, pressure in air pressure system. Injector EFIJ-1-
38 (shown on Picture 2) is equipped with coil which 
after applying voltage allow to flow of the gasoline. 
When voltage disappears then flow is stopped and 
injector is closed. 

 
 
This paper focuses on how work parameters of EFIJ-
1-38 injector changes with change in value of 
pressure in fuel system.  
 
II. EQUIPMENT  
 
Test rig used to determining work parameters of 
injector on different value of pressure is based on 
previous research by students from Student’s 
Association of Automotive Lovers from Technical 
University of Lodz [7]. 

 
It consists of:  
 compressor (1)  
 air-pressure reservoir (2)  
 pressure regulator (3)  
 manometer (4)  
 fuel container with water jacket (5)  
 liquid thermostat (6)  
 fuel filter (7)  
 injector (8)  
 laboratory glass (9)  
 power supply (10)  
 soldering board (11)  
 
Before the fuel reach injector (8), gasoline passes fuel 
filter to stop all particles that may clog the cord. Fuel 

container with water jacket (5) as a fuel storage 
ensure stable temperature of fuel. This parameter can 
be adjusted by liquid thermostat (6) that control 
temperature of liquid jacket. Gasoline inside fuel 
container (5) is pushed by pressure that comes from 
compressor (1) through pressure regulator (3) as it is 
shown below: 

 
Picture 4. Cross-section of container with water jacket with 

direction of moving mediums 
 
Air-pressure reservoir (2) ensure stability of pressure 
value in whole pneumatic system. Manometer (4) 
shows pressure inside fuel container (5) and warns 
about too high pressure that may be dangerous. 
Injector (8) is controlled by Arduino board (12) with 
soldering board (11) that allow to simulate speed of 
engine in range of engine work (500 rpm – 6500 
rpm). On the soldering board (11) there is H-bridge 
sn754410ne that switch injector (8) between open – 
close states. Its switch frequency is much more higher 
than electric relays and fits perfectly for research 
purposes. Whole electronics is powered by power 
supply (10). Computer (13) connected with weighing 
scale (14) allows to weigh laboratory glass (9) with 
fuel after runs with accuracy up to 0.001g. More 
information about electronic part of test rig are 
included in paper corresponding to methodology of 
determining work parameters of injector EFIJ-1-38 
[7].Tested EFIJ-1-3 allows to obtain homogeneous 
distribution of fuel in air flow as efficiently as 
possible. It works in range of 12V – 14V with 
pressures 100kPa – 450kPa (1 bar – 4.5 bar). The 
static flow is 10g (300kPa per 10 second fully open 
flow). “EFIJ-1…” means that injector has only one 
hole. Its open time equal 1ms (3 bar load) and close 
time is 0.65ms overall [2]. Complete assembled test 
rig is presented below: 
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III. TEST  
 
Test includes attempts with following parameters: 
supply voltage: 12V, 
- fuel temperature: 22°C, 
- range of pressure: 1bar – 4bar, 
- range of speeds of engine: 1000rpm - 6000rpm, 
- duration of one cycle – 3 minutes, 
- amount of cycles – 3 per each value of rpm, 
 
Pressure was set from value of 1bar with a step equal 
0,5bar which gives values: 1bar, 1.5bar, 2bar, 2.5bar, 
3bar, 3.5bar, 4bar.  
 

 
Picture 6 shows how dose of fuel changes during change in 

pressure for each speed of engine. 
 
For higher values of speed of engine dose increases 
much more higher than for lower speeds. Difference 
for rotational speed equal 6000 rpm between value of 
pressure 4bar and 1bar is approximately 12g of 
injected fuel. If speed equal to 1000 rpm is 
considered, then difference is only ~2g. Table 1 
presents results showed on Picture 6 in details. 
 

Table 1. Values of dose of fuel for different pressure in fuel 
system and for different speeds of engine 

 
 
On the Picture 7 there are results that presents which 
value of pressure has the biggest influence for dose of 
injected fuel. 

 
Picture 7. Dose of fuel for different speeds of engine 

 
As could be foreseen, the highest value of pressure 
equal to 4 bar gives the highest amount of fuel. 
Furthermore, with higher values of engine speed 
distance between each points for each speeds are 
getting larger. As the pressure in the system increases 
for a given engine speed, the amount of fuel fed 
increases, but this increase is lower at higher pressure 
values, which results from the resistance of the fuel 
flow in the injector growing in the square. 

 
 
The fuel doses given at different engine speeds are 
very similar, but with the increase of the engine speed 
for a given constant pressure, there is a slight 
downward trend in the given dose of fuel. It is higher 
for higher pressure values in the system. However, 
the resulting differences in the size of the 
administered dose are so small that there is no need to 
correct them in the software controlling the work of 
the engine in the car. Single dose of fuel presented on 
Picture 8 means that it is value of fuel injected during 
1 electric signal applied on injector coil and it could 
be calculated as follow: 

 
For 4 stroke engine multiplication by 2 is needed 
because injection appears once for 2 rotation of 
crankshaft. In denominator there are values of 
duration of one cycle of attempt (3 minutes) and 
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speed of engine (in this case 1000 rpm). Value of 
2,154g is taken from Table 1. 

 
 
Picture 9 shows the mass of single fuel dose given by 
the injector depending on the pressure and engine 
speed from the whole range of its work in the car. 
The biggest differences in the weight of the fuel dose 
given at engine speed change occur at a pressure of 
2.5 bar, at lower and higher pressures the injector 
work is more stable. From the obtained results of the 
measurements presented above on the chart, it is 
possible to determine the equation describing the 
effect of the pressure change in the system on the 
amount of fuel fed, which can be used in the entire 
engine speed range. For the tested injector, it changes 
into the following form: 
 

 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
Obtained graphs on the Picture 6, 7, 8, 9 gives 
information about dose of fuel depends on pressure in 
fuel system. These kind of information may be useful 
for teams that take participation in Shell Eco-
Marathon competitions or other eco-races. There is an 
example of using it in case of ultra-efficient car. 
Consideration includes following case:  
 

An ultra-efficient car at the start of the race has a 
pressure of 3 bar in its fuel system. After race total 
amount of time of running engine during race is equal 
to 3 minutes. This took 18,78g of gasoline with 
average speed engine during race equal to 5000 rpm. 
If during race pressure drops to 2.5 bar, then only 
16.99g of gasoline were passed injector. Difference 
between each results is: 

 
 
In some cases such amount of gasoline calculated 
from equation 3 may decide for place at podium. 
Such consideration may be useful to predict pressure 
correction in ECU software to prevent wrong dose of 
fuel because of pressure drop in fuel system during 
race. That is a reason why control of fuel system with 
pneumatics is important. Preventing leakage and 
providing adequate air tank capacity with pressure are 
the main key to keep result 
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